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The form of the large deviation rate function for the occupation measure L,, from a chain of infinite order is given 
as well as conditions under which the large deviation principle holds. 
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1. Introduction 
Let X,, X,, X,,. . . be a chain of infinite order taking values in a Polish space S with Bore1 
field 9. Let L,, be the occupation measure or empirical law on the state space S: 
L,(A)= ; .i IA , AE.~. 
t=l 
We give a variational formula in Theorem 2.1 for the large deviation rate function I of L,, 
when it exists and we give some examples. The conditions under which we show existence 
in Example 3.2 can be improved. The existence of a rate function is not systematically 
studied here but results are available which establish existence as well as the desirable 
properties of convexity and lower semicontinuity of 1. One way to prove such a result is to 
use the subadditivity technique developed by Bahadur and Zabell [ 31 and Deuschel and 
Stroock [ 41. This is the approach of Veretennikov [ 151, to which we refer in Example 3.2 
where S is compact. A second way is to prove a large deviation principle for the empirical 
process and deduce the existence of a large deviation rate for&, via the contraction principle. 
Such a technique is used in Orey [ 12 J . A third way is that of Puhalskii [ 131 which is very 
general but does not immediately give convexity. In any case, one is left with the task of 
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specifying the form of the rate function, and this is the main purpose here. Our specification 
of 1 is based on the results of Dinwoodie [ 51, which we now sketch. 
Let E be the vector space of finite signed measures on S and let M, be the convex subset 
of probability measures on S. Let L, , ., ) denote the set of functions on S which are Lipschitz 
for the constant 1 and bounded by 1. Define the norm on E by 
Then E is a separable normed space and it is known that the relative topology on A4, is the 
weak topology generated by the bounded and continuous functions on S. The topological 
dual space E’ is BL, the space of bounded Lipschitz functions on S against which one 
integrates to obtain an element of E’ (see Appendix). E is not complete with this norm but 
the subset M, is complete. 
Suppose there is a convex and lower semicontinuous (1.s.c.) function I: E + [ 0, cc] such 
that for each open set U and each closed set C of probability measures one has 
liminf t logP(L, E U) 2 - inf Z(q) , 
9=u 
(1.1) 
limsup~logP(L.,EC)< - inf I(q). 
qEC 
(1.2) 
Then for eachfE E’ = BL, the limit 
+cf, = lim ! log E ec’;.f(xt) (1.3) 
n 
exists and Z(q) = supf( fldq - +cf, ), q EM,. The function I is called the large deviation rate 
function for the empirical law L,,. 
2. A representation for Z 
Let S be a Polish space with bounded metric d and let Q,=S-“= ((x_;): x_,ES, i&O]. 
Let p be an initial distribution on S _ N and let { T( I, . ) : x E S -“] be a family of transition 
probabilities from the past S d-N to S. The theorem of Ionescu Tulcea [ 81 (see also [ 141) 
gives a stochastic process X,, X, with these transition probabilities on a space ( 0, F-, P) . 
More precisely, the law P of the process X,, X,,. . . satisfies 
P(X, EA ,,..., X, =A,) 
=SIL(~)(~(E~,)I~(X,X,r~2)...17i(X.X ,,..., x,-,,d.%) 
Al A2 A” 
whereY= (..., x_~,x_~,x~) ES”‘. 
Define the metric d” on S -N which generates the product topology by setting 
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d”(x, 7) =;_u{2-'d(x_,, y_i) , 
where 7 = ( , , y _ 2r y _ , , yo) . Let BL( S -“) denote the space of bounded Lipschitz functions 
on the metric space S e-N with metric d”, let C( S -N) be the space of bounded and continuous 
functions on S -N, and let B( S -“‘) denote the space of bounded and measurable functions 
on SN. IfyESanduEB(SdN) weletu,EB(S-N) bedefinedby 
1I,(X)=u(...,x-I,xl),Y). 
If UEBL(S-~), then u,EBL(S-~) and u(. ,( .) EBL(S~XS). Suppose that the family 
( r(.f, . ) } has the property that the operator Ton B(S -N) given by 
T(u)(Y) = 
I 
u,>(X) ~(2, dy) 
leaves invariant the subspaces BL( S -N) and C( S -“) . The operator T and related operators 
were studied in Ionescu Tulcea [ 91. For f~ BL = E’ define the conjugate operator Tt on 
C(S-N) by 
T,(u) (3) =efcTo)Tu(.f) . 
Let rr denote the spectral radius of the operator Tf as an operator on C(S -“) when the 
space of continuous functions C( S -N) hs the uniform norm: 
rf=lim]]T;]] I” . 
Let U= {uEBL(SN): infu>O) and let h:E+ [0, m] be given by 
Lemma 2.1. D&e A as in (2.1) Then 
E”BpL {jj-dqlogrf} =A(q) 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Proof. To show the left side is inferior to the right, we construct for fixedfE BL a super- 
harmonic function u for the conjugate operator Tf /rf. For the reverse inequality we find a 
conjugate operator T,for which a fixed u is superharmonic. The argument resembles that of 
de Acosta [ I] and Deuschel and Stroock [ 41. 
Letf~BLandletr>vf.Letm~OsatisfyT,”t’(l)lr”t’,(1.Let 
,?Z 
U= C r-“T;I(~)EU. 
n = 0 
Note that u E U since Tf leaves invariant BL( S ~ N). Now 
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?)1 
T,(u)= C r -“T;+‘(l) =r(u+T;“+‘(l)lr”‘+‘-1) <ru, 
,1 = 0 
and thus 
ef(ro) 
- < ; (X) 
r 
which means that for each P E S -N, 
(3 . 
Hence 
Now let r + rf to prove the right side is no less than the left at (2.2). 
Next we prove the reverse inequality. Fix u E V and let 
The functionfE BL. It is enough to show that rfG 1. But 
Tu(X) = u(X) 
Since U(X) > c > 0, it follows that 
T;(l) = L T”(c) < i T;(u) ,< 1. II 
c f c c 
andthus ((I”;l(l=l[T;(l)[l<c - ’ I( u (I, implying yr < I. This shows the left side of ( 2.2) is 
superior to the right, and thus the equality. 0 
The next proposition shows that measures which minimize A enjoy an invariance property 
for the operator T. 
Proposition 2.1. If q is a probability measure on S such that h(q) = 0, then q satisfies 
L 
inf [h,(f) -T”h,(f)] dq(y) 10, 
for PLF~ h E BL( S -“‘) am! eucry integer n > 1, 
Proof. Suppose A(q) = 0 and let h E BL( S -“‘). Then 
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1 + &h,.(Y) 
( 1 + ETh),,(X) 
dq(.v) 3 (2.3) 
as a function of E> 0 is maximized at the point E = 0. The function g on (0, ~1 X S -N X S 
for small eco > 0 given by 
1 
se(-f* Y) = - 1% 
L 
1 + &h,.(.C) 
& 
( 1 + ETh).,(x) 
I 
bog l+& 
[ 
h,.(Y) - Th, (2) 
= 
8 (1 -t&7%),.(X) 3 
= f log,1 +0(E)] 
is bounded uniformly in E, ,? and y and is Lipschitz in these variables and can thus be 
extended to a bounded Lipschitz function on [ 0, co] X S _ N X S. Then 
I 
I 
inf [h,.(Y) -Th,($] dq(y) = inf lim - log 
1 +&,,(x) 
dq(y) 
F f F’ 0 E ( 1 +&z-h)?,(x) I
= 
1 
lim inf 1. log 
E - 0 .r E [ 
1 +&h>(Y) 
(1 +&TIz),.(x) 1 
dq(y) 
= lim _! 
1 f&h,.(i) 
(1+&772),(x) I 
dq(.Y) 
E-0 E 
Now for an arbitrary integer II > 1, apply the previous result to h + Th + ... + T”- ‘h. q 
The operator T leaves invariant the cone of nonnegative elements of the Banach space 
C( S -N). The spectral theory for compact operators which leave invariant a cone resembles 
the Perron-Frobenius theory for nonnegative matrices [ 11, Theorem 6.11, and in particular 
the spectral radius of such an operator is a nonnegative eigenvalue for a nonnegative 
eigenfunction. When we assume the irreducibility property for { TT( . , . ) } that 
;: Tk~‘>O (2.4) 
.Ld 
~ , 
k=I 
whenever 1’>, 0 is a continuous function not identically zero, we can show using this spectral 
theory that 
lim i log 
n 
T;(h) dp=logr. 
for h E C( S -N) bounded above zero. This is the basis of the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that T is a compact operator on C( S -“) and assume (2.4), If the 
sequence of empirical laws L,, has a com’ex large deGation rate function I, then I = A. 
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Proof. It follows from Dinwoodie [ 51 that 
1 4(j) = lim - log E e~‘~(*~ ) 
?l 
existsandZ(q)=sup,,,,{]fdq-4Cf)).Th e assumptions that T be compact on C( S -N) 
and that T satisfy (2.4) imply that $JW = log rf, as follows. Observe that 
Eex’!t’x’ )
. . . 1 Tr(X, x I,..., X,-2, dx,,-,) e”““-” ( 7r(X, x I,..., X,-,, dx,)d’““’ 
= d/..&?)TQ-‘g(x) , 
where g(2) =GxO) > c > 0. Thus if we let 0 < L’ < g be a nonzero eigenfunction correspond- 
ing to the spectral radius rr, there exists by (2.4) an integer k such that Id@. TF- ’ ( II> > 0. 
Hence 
1 
l/n lim[Ee~nf’x’)]““=lim dpToT;-l(g) 
1 
I/n 
dpTo7’-‘(u) =rf. 
Conversely, it is clear that the inequality holds in the reverse direction by the definition of 
rfi and so +cf, = log rf Thus 
by Lemma 2.1. 0 
An application of the method of Gartner [ 71 in the general setting of de Acosta [ I] gives 
the upper bound result below. Recall that the sequence P.L; ’ is exponentially tight if for 
each a > 0 there is a compact set K, such that P( L, E Kz) < e-“” for n sufficiently large. 
Sufficient conditions for exponential tightness can be found in de Acosta [ 11. 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that S is compact or that the sequence of laws PO L, ’ is expo- 
nentially tight. Then for each closed set C CM,, 
limsup i logP(L, EC) < - inf h(q) 
Y=C 
Proof. Theorem 2.1 of de Acosta [ 1 ] applied to the vector space E of finite signed measures 
with dual space BL shows that for all compact sets C (and therefore all closed sets C under 
the stated hypotheses) one has 
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limsupklogP(L.EC)b-j:5EfL{(fdq-logrf} 
Then apply Lemma 2.1. q 
3. Examples 
Example 3.1. Let X,, X,,..., be a Markov chain on a Polish state space S with transition 
kernel n(x, . ), continuous on BL. The rate function I for the empirical law often takes the 
form 
which one can show agrees with A(q) . The work of de Acosta [ 21 shows that a function I, 
possibly greater than A can be the correct rate function, depending on the recurrence 
properties of the kernel r. 
Example 3.2. Let S be a compact Polish space, and let v be a probability measure on S such 
that ~(2, . ) >p v( . ) for a constant p > 0. Assume that 1, assigns positive probability to 
open sets in S. For x= (x ,,..., x ) ES” we will use the notation T_,(.z, . ) = ~(2, x,,. ., x,,, n 
.). Letc,,,c,,c, ,... be a sequence of numbers such that for all 2, j E S --N one has 
r(x, .) <c,r(y; .) , 7T,(x; .)<c,q(y, .I, XES”, (3.1) 
and we suppose that nr=,,c, < ~0. 
Under conditions much weaker than (3.1) Theorem 4 of Ionescu Tulcea [ 91 establishes 
a stationary and mixing process . . ., X- ,, X0, X,, X2,. . on the space (S”, W’, P) with 
transition probabilities rr. Let p be the law of ( . ., X- ,, X,,) on SN. With the minorization 
condition on r involving the measure v, the irreducibility condition (2.4) follows easily. 
One can apply the result of Veretennikov [ 151 under conditions (3.1) to see that L, has 
a convex 1.s.c. rate function I which satisfies ( 1.1) and ( 1.2). If T is also assumed to be a 
compact operator on C( S pN), then Theorem 2.1 gives the form of 1. 
Since inf, EM, I( 4) = 0 and I is lower semicontinuous on the compact space M, it follows 
that I( qo) = 0 for some probability measure qo. The presence of the minorizing measure 1, 
and the invariance property of Proposition 2.1 imply that I vanishes at a unique point 9,). 
Indeed, suppose I( qo) = I( q) = 0. Let SE BL and let 7~ BL( S -N) be defined by f(Y) = 
f( x,,) . Proposition 2.1 implies that for every 12 > 1, 
I inf Km - Tfi.,,(f) ] dq(y) ,<o F 
and a similar statement holds for qo. But Theorem 1 of Ionescu Tulcea [ 9 J implies that 
T”f+ U”(f) E Iw in the uniform norm, where U” represents a linear functional on the space 
C(S) of bounded continuous functions on S. Thus 
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for all functionsfe BL. Thus the two measures must be the probability measure which gives 
the linear functional U’-. In particular, this implies that the empirical law L,, converges 
exponentially to the law q. of X,,. 
4. Appendix 
Here we sketch some results on the normed space E. Let S be a complete and separable 
metric space, and let BL denote the set of bounded and Lipschitz functions on S. Let L, , , ) 
denote the set of functions on S bounded by the constant 1 and Lipschitz for the constant 1. 
Let E denote the vector space of finite signed measures on S, and let E have the norm given 
by 
11~11 =f:;~,) 1 f.dq . 
I I 
Let E’ denote the vector space of continuous linear functionals on E. 
Lemma 4.1. Let M, be the set of probabilit) measures in E. Then M, is separable and 
complete and the relative topology on M, agrees with the weak topology on M, generated 
by the bounded, continuous functions on S. 
Proof. These results are well-known. For the completeness, see Dudley [ 6, p. 3 171. For 
the relationship with the weak topology see Dudley [ 6, p. 3 lo]. 0 
Although the above lemma says that the set M, is complete, the vector space E is not 
complete and hence not a Banach space. We omit the proof of the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2, The measures withfinite support are dense in E. q 
Lemma 4.3. E’ = BL. 
Proof. One can prove this result directly or by using the Mackey-Arens Theorem. For a 
direct proof, it is enough to show that E’ cBL, since elements of BL define linear forms on 
E by integration. Let 0~ E’ and define a function fe on S by f&x) = f3( 8,). Now fe E BL, 
sincefdx) <sup{ (6(q) ( : ((ql( < 1) <m and 
IfAx) -fs(Y) I = I @(f%) - N 8.J I G II 41 II 6, - 6.v II
= II 011 sup If(x) -f(y) I G II fW(x, Y) . 
f=Li,.l) 
Furthermore, (fHd4 = 0(q) for any measure q E E. To see this, let q E E and let q,, be a 
sequence in E with finite support and such that /)q,z - 911 + 0. Now by the continuity of 8, 
H(q)=lim8(q,,)=lim(fndq,,= (fudq, 
where the last equality follows because cfO E L, , . , ) for sufficiently small c > 0. We have thus 
shown that every element 0~ E’ can be represented by integrating with respect to a corre- 
sponding elementf, E BL. 
A proof based on the Mackey-Arens theorem involves showing the weak compactness 
of&,.,, when BL has the weak topology from the dual pair (E, BL). If (x,, x2,. . ) is a 
countable dense set in S, one can show that L, ,., ) is homeomorphic to a closed subset of 
[ - 1, I] (x1x21- ,),and thus is compact. 0 
One can ask about the norm on the dual space E’ = BL defined from the norm on E: 
There is a simple description of ]M]. Let 
Mf= SUP If(x) I and 
L = sup If(x) -f(Y) I 
f 
xt.5 xz\ 44Y) ’ 
both of which are finite for elements of BL. Then one can show that jfl] = max(M/, L,), a 
norm equivalent to the popular norm given by the sum of these two quantities (see [ 6, p. 
306]), both of which make the space BL a Banach space. The space BL is used extensively 
in the literature on dependent processes of infinite order (see [ lo] ). 
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